
A Quilt for the Favorite Second Born Son

 Hints & Other Disclaimers.  RST=Right sides together.  Always use a quarter inch seam allowance unless directed 
otherwise.  Press your fabrics..don’t iron.  Ironing (pressing with gusto) will warp your blocks.  We don’t pre-wash our 
fabrics..so if you do your probably gonna want to buy extra in case it shrinks.  Last but not least...if your getting 
frustrated, take a break and eat some chocolate before returning to your project.  It’s a proven fact that chocolate 
helps quilting.  It’s science..who are we to argue with Science? 

Fabric Requirements:
One Moda Layer Cake or thirty three pre-cut 10” squares, in various shades and colors. 
Fabric A: (setting triangles)  3 ½
Fabric B:  (Borders)  Three Yards
Binding:  ¾ yard

Cutting: 
From Fabric A: (Triangles)   Cut  twelve  15” squares, cut each square once diagonally for 24 triangles (side 
triangles) 
 Cut three  8” squares.   Cut twice diagonally for 12 triangles (corner triangles)

 Fabric *B:( Borders)   Cut  Nine 10” x w.o.f strips, Piece the strips together and then cut, 
 Cut four 10” ” x 54 1/4”  rectangles, and two 10” ” x  101 3/4” ” rectangles *   note:  The  above  measurements 
for the borders are based off of what things would measure according to mathematical equations.  Measure 
your quit center  before cutting...different pressing techniques, machine feet, can all account for slight 
variations.) 

 Piecing:  Pay attention to the piecing diagrams so you don’t get anything turned the wrong way.  Semi helpful 
hint...we laid out all the squares and arranged them to our liking before we started sewing rows together......... 
You probably would have done that even if we hadn’t of mentioned it

. Top & Bottom Rows Grab your 10” Squares .  You only need 33 of
them, so pick out your favorites. Grab four of them.  To the bottom of
each one, sew a corner triangle.   To the top, sew a side triangle.
Grab six more.   To the top and bottoms sew a side triangle. --->

Now start piecing the top & Bottom row together.  After sewing the
squares together , press. 
Then add the corner triangles for the top right and bottom left corners.  Press again.  
 Sewing the Rows together....

<----- Sew two.  (First & Last row)
Sew Two: ( Second row, sixth row)----> 

<-------Sew Two: ( Third row,  fifth row)
    Sew One:  Fourth row. ----->



Press the rows, then sew together. 

Press Again.  Trim 1/4” away from the points ( or corners) of the squares. 

Assemble the quilt center with the sashing, rows, and borders
following the piecing diagram. Quilt, Bind, Give to some one who
needs comforting. 

Idea:  To add a personal touch,   consider adding one big
silhouette  applique piece that reflect a special memory for the
person your giving it to.  


